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Abstract. Manufacturing industries, especially the aerospace
and the automotive, require updating of CAD models so that
the manufactured geometry is accurately represented. Often,
additional constraints such as continuity are imposed on the
model. The updated model may be employed to provide a
more realistic analysis of the part’s in-service performance.
The necessary tools for realizing this task included dimen-
sional measurement and geometric modelling. This paper
discussed how this was achieved in the case of an aeroengine
gas turbine blade. Measurement was performed using a
coordinate measuring machine equipped with a touch trigger
probe. Measurement path plan is based on the pre-processed
CAD model. The accuracy was improved using our method
for probe radius compensation. The re-modelling steps
include preparation of the base surface, registration and least
squares surface fitting. The surface preparation is needed in
order to maintain prescribed continuity. Also, special atten-
tion was paid to cure ill-conditioning, which occurs when
fitting trimmed surfaces. The adopted novel solution involves
regularization and introduces two additional terms in the
fitting functional. Two weighting coefficients are introduced
to improve flexibility of the solution and they represent the
user’s confidence in the measurements and quality of the
initial model.

1. Introduction

The manufacturing industry continues to face ever
increasing pressures to reduce development lead times
and to maximize performance and quality of their
products. Especially demanding is the design and
manufacture of complex parts comprising free-form
geometry, such as those found in the aerospace and the
automotive sectors. Development of such products
relies extensively on the use of modern software tools
for geometric design (CAD), engineering analysis
(finite element analysis, computational fluid dynamics,
etc.) and manufacture (CAM). These tools are used by

dedicated specialist teams who are responsible for
specific aspects of engineering design, in-service per-
formance and manufacturing process development
(Pahk et al. 1995). There is a continuing need to realize
a higher level of integration between these activities
(figure 1) in order to reduce the number of design
iterations, minimize the need for experimental testing
and on that basis to reduce the overall development
timescales and costs.

In the case of high-performance, free-form compo-
nents such as aeroengine compressors and turbine
blades, it is generally difficult to relate the in-service
performance to the specified manufacturing tolerances.
Furthermore, these parts often do not possess clearly
defined reference features and this makes it difficult to
correlate the shape of the finished part with the design.
For these reasons it is highly desirable to perform
accurate re-modelling of the manufactured part by
updating the original CAD model, which would provide
an accurate representation of the manufactured geo-
metry while preserving the design constraints imposed
on the original model. The updated model may then be
used to provide an input for the relevant simulation and
analysis software tools, in order to better assess the
actual performance of the component. By comparing
these results with previous predictions and with the
experimental performance data, one can obtain an
invaluable insight into the component’s in-service
performance, improve the understanding of the man-
ufacturing processes and also validate and further
improve the simulation code itself.

Updating of a priori CAD models of free-form parts
using point data poses several fundamental issues,
including:

. maximizing the accuracy of the measurements
and the updated model;

. dealing with large data sets of unorganized points,
often involving measurement noise;
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. dealing with complex CAD models comprising
multiple, trimmed NURBS entities;

. maintaining the prescribed definition and surface
continuity in the updated model.

The turbine blade application presented in this case
study is considered to be highly representative of such
requirements during product development and manu-
facture. Section 2 presents the detailed requirements in
this application with an overview of the implemented
method, while the subsequent sections deal with the
implementation of specific steps of the process.

2. Overview of CAD model updating requirements and
procedure

The turbine blade (figure 2) used in the case study
was a part of a high-pressure stage of an aerospace gas
turbine engine. Its CAD model was made available as an
IGES file and consisted of over 1000 NURBS curve and
surface entities. The gas washed surface of the blade,
particularly the airfoil, represents the region of primary
interest for measurement and updating.

The airfoil is composed of four distinct surfaces,
corresponding to the suction side, the pressure side,
leading and trailing edges. Importantly, the surfaces
making up the airfoil are trimmed along the lines
where they blend with the fillets that correspond to the
base and the shroud of the blade.

2.1. Model updating objectives

The objective of the model updating exercise was
to provide inputs for CFD analysis tools that would
simulate the aerodynamic performance of the
manufactured blade. In this work it was necessary
to achieve compatibility with a number of CFD tools

used for this purpose, including commercial
packages for 3D flow analysis and programs specially
developed for aerodynamic modelling of turbine
blades. These programs posed a set of rigid rules
for the definition of blade geometry, which were
prescribed by the corresponding surfaces of the
nominal CAD model.

One constraint was that the original parameteriza-
tion of the airfoil surfaces was to be maintained in the
updated model, in the sense that the start and end
values of the knot vectors must be retained. This
required appropriate reparameterizations to be per-
formed at several stages of the updating process.

An important modelling constraint was that the
updated airfoil surface must be curvature continuous.
As will be shown in the subsequent sections, this was
achieved by enforcing a C2 continuity during merging,
fitting and de-merging of the model entities. After the
reparameterization undertaken in the final step, C2

continuity is not guaranteed, but the required G2

continuity is retained.
Thus the objective of model updating may be

summarized as follows, to:

. update the nominal CAD model of the blade
airfoil using dimensional measurements;

. maximize the overall accuracy;

. maintain the original number and type of
constituent surfaces of the airfoil;

. maintain the original surface knot vector start and
end values;

. maintain curvature continuity.

2.2. Model updating method

The overall method for model updating is shown
in figure 3, which identifies the necessary processing
tasks and the employed data. Model updating is

Figure 1. Contemporary framework for design and manu-
facture of free-form parts.

Figure 2. The CAD model of the complete turbine blade
and an exploded view of the airfoil section indicating four

constituent entities.
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based on least squares surface fitting, requiring the
use of a suitable base surface as the initial guess. In
engineering applications such as this one, the base
surface can be obtained from the nominal CAD
model of the part, but in order to meet the
specified requirements, it was necessary to pre-
process that model through surface reparameteriza-
tion and merging, as presented in section 5. In this
way the required C2 continuity was achieved as part
of the surface fitting process.

The main steps in the model updating procedure
may be summarized as follows.

(1) Preparation of the base surface using surface
entities of the nominal CAD model.

(2) Measurement planning.
(3) Measurement execution and probe radius

compensation.
(4) Registration, data parameterization.
(5) Least squares fitting.
(6) De-merging of entities, surface reparameteriza-

tion and trimming (if needed).

The dimensional measurement task is an essential
element of the updating process. For maximum
accuracy, the measurements were performed using a
coordinate measuring machine (CMM) equipped with

a touch trigger probe. The key issues were identified
to be measurement planning and probe radius
compensation, both of which were resolved by
employing the nominal CAD model, as presented in
section 4.

Registration is an essential tool for establishing
correspondence between the measured points and the
model. It is also necessary to align the two since they are
usually provided with respect to different coordinate
frames. Registration is employed at two stages: as part of
the measurement process to locate the component in
the CMM and also in preparation for least squares
surface fitting. The iterative closest point method (ICP)
was adopted for this purpose (section 4).

Least squares fitting of NURBS surfaces deserves
special attention, because the problem can easily
become ill-posed due to an insufficient local density
of the measured points in relation to the distribution
of control points. This is critical in applications such
as this one, where only a portion of the base surface
is available for measurement and re-parameterization
and knot insertion/removal also need to be applied.
The adopted solution, presented in Section 5, is
based on regularization and does not require re-
measurement or interpolation of the measured data.

Following surface fitting, the final stage in the
procedure involves post-processing of the updated
model, without changing the shape, in order to present
it precisely in the required form.

3. CAD modelling using NURBS

A NURBS surface of degree p in the u direction and
degree q in the v direction is a bivariate vector-valued
piecewise rational function of the form:

Sðu; vÞ ¼
Xn
i¼0

Xm
j¼0

Ri;jðu; vÞPi;j 0 � u; v � 1 ð1Þ

Ri;jðu; vÞ ¼
Ni;pðuÞNj ;qðvÞwi;jXn

k¼0

Xm
l¼0

Nk;pðuÞNl ;qðvÞwk;l

ð2Þ

where the control points {Pi,j} form a bi-directional
control net and {wi,j} are control point weights. The
functions {Ni,p(u)} and {Nj,q(v)} are the non-rational B-
spline basis functions defined on the knot vectors

U ¼fumin ; . . . ; umin|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
pþ1

; upþ1; . . . ; ur�p�1; umax ; . . . ; umax|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
qþ1

g

V ¼fvmin ; . . . ; vmin|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
qþ1

; vqþ1; . . . ; vs�q�1; vmax ; . . . vmax|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
qþ1

g ð3Þ

Figure 3. Outline of the CAD model updating process.
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where r = n + p + 1, s =m + q + 1 and umin, umax, vmin, vmax

are the end-knot values. Equations (1)–(3) define the
evaluation of a point on a NURBS surface, the basic
implementation of which is outlined in Piegl and Tiller
(1997).

The above definition, with knot multiplicities p + 1
and q + 1 respectively at the edges, applies to NURBS
surfaces which interpolate the end-points of their
control polygon. Such NURBS are called clamped, or
non-periodic. In contrast, NURBS with lower knot
multiplicities at the edges do not interpolate the
corresponding end-points of the control polygon and
are referred to as unclamped, or periodic (Piegl and Tiller
1997). The terms clamped and unclamped are newer,
more intuitive, and they are usually preferred in the
CAD/CAM community, while the terms non-periodic
and periodic are more often found in the literature.
Although CAD models are primarily created using
clamped surface entities, unclamped NURBS have an
important role in modelling closed curves and surfaces.

3.1. Trimmed NURBS

A trimmed NURBS surface consists of a tensor
product untrimmed NURBS surface and a set of
trimming curves defined within the parameter rectan-
gle of the surface (Piegl and Tiller 1997). The trimming
curves are usually also NURBS, joined and properly
ordered to represent outer boundaries and inner holes.
Any number Mq of such curves can be expressed as:

CqðtÞ ¼ ðuqðtÞ; vqðtÞÞ ¼
Xn
i¼0

Ni;kðtÞPq
i q ¼ 1; 2;L;Mq

ð4Þ

with knot vectors:

Tq¼f0 ; . . . ; 0 ; tkþ1; . . . ; tm�k�1; 1; . . . ; 1g m ¼ n þ k þ 1:

ð5Þ

3.2. Offset NURBS surface

Offset NURBS surfaces are used extensively in the
measurement phase (see section 6). They are specified
by:

Oðu; vÞ ¼ Sðu; vÞ þ dNðu; vÞ ð6Þ

where d is the offset distance. It has been proved (Piegl
and Tiller 1998) that, given a NURBS surface S(u,v), its
offset O(u,v) is generally not a NURBS. Therefore
evaluation of an offset NURBS surface implies a degree

of approximation. In this work, the offset surfaces were
constructed using least squares fitting (section 5). The
method first samples the original surface in the u and v
directions, producing a regular grid. The minimum
number of samples that has to be taken in order to
construct the offset surface is one point per knot span,
but it was found that using three points per knot span
gave a good balance between speed and accuracy. Each
sample point is then projected by a distance d in the
direction normal to the surface. Once all of the offset
points have been generated the offset surface can then
be fitted in least squares fashion. The parameterization
for the new surface is taken directly from the original
one.

4. Registration

The adopted registration method involves least
squares alignment of the measurement data with the
surface entities of the nominal model. This was realized
through an implementation of the ICP (iterative closest
point) method (Besl and McKay 1992), which was
reported by the authors in Ristic and Brujic (1997a)
and verified in Ristic and Brujic (1997b). As the name
suggests, the ICP method minimizes at each iteration
step the collective square distances between the
measured points and their closest points on the surface,
defined by the cost function:

F ¼
XM
i¼1

jSi � RQi � tj2 ð7Þ

where t is the translation matrix, R is the rotation
matrix, Qi is the ith measurement point and Si is the
closest point on the nominal model and M is the
number of measured points. In the implemented
algorithm, the search for the nearest point on NURBS
was realized using the multi-dimensional simplex
method, while the least squares minimization was
realized using singular value decomposition.

The ICP algorithm had been shown (Ristic and
Brujic 1997b) to converge in the presence of measure-
ment noise and for reasonable initial misalignments of
several millimetres in position and several degrees in
orientation. However, when the model and the part are
initially grossly misaligned, convergence of the ICP
algorithm cannot be guaranteed. For this reason it is
necessary to bring the two closer together by some
other means, as the first alignment step. This was
achieved through a slight variant of the conventional
corresponding point method. Simply, this means that
six or more points are identified on the nominal model
and then measured on the actual object by driving the
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CMM manually. The corresponding points on the
nominal surface are then aligned to the measured data
in least squares fashion. Clearly the objective in this step
is to align the two shapes only approximately, so it is not
important that the two point sets correspond exactly. In
our experience with a variety of engineering parts, this
approach was found to produce sufficiently good initial
alignment quickly, allowing full subsequent ICP regis-
tration to proceed.

It is also worth noting that the registration accuracy
will be greatly increased if a large number of points is
used for registration. It is therefore suggested that a
larger number of points be used for ICP registration
than for the initial alignment and to repeat this process
once the full measurement data set is obtained.

5. Least squares fitting of NURBS surface

For a set of measured points {Q1,. . .,QM}, least
squares fitting involves minimization of the collective
square distance between those and their corresponding
surface points, defined by the functional:

f ¼
XM
k¼1

jQk � Sðuk ; vkÞj2 : ð8Þ

If the unknowns in the system are the control points,
while the knot vectors, weights and parameters are set a
priori, then the minimization problem will be linear.
Parameterization, determining the values (uk, vk) for
each measured point, is an important issue because it
strongly influences the shape of the resulting surface. A
number of parameterization methods have been
published, but the majority of them make the assump-
tion that the data are ordered. Since this work aims to
deal with both ordered and unordered data, an
alternative method was found following the suggestion
in Ma and Kruth (1995), where parameterization can
be achieved by projecting the points onto a base
surface, from which the uk and vk values are obtained.
In this application the required base surface can be
obtained using the entities of the existing CAD model
and the required parameterization is obtained as a
result of registration.

The new positions of the control points are obtained
as a solution of the system of normal equations
(Dierckx 1993):

ATAa ¼ ATb ð9Þ

where a is a vector of N control points, a = [P0,0 . . . . . .
Pn,m]

T; b is a vector of M measured points b = [Q1 . . . . . .
QM]

T; and A is M6N matrix of coefficients of the

points on the base surface that correspond to the
measured points, defined by equation (2):

A ¼

R0 ;0ðu1; v1Þ . . . . . . Rn;mðu1; v1Þ
R0 ;0ðu2 ; v2Þ Rn;mðu2 ; v2Þ

: :

R0 ;0ðuM ; vM Þ . . . . . . Rn;mðuM ; vM Þ

2
6664

3
7775

The set of normal equations given by equation (9) may
be solved by a number of methods, which can be
broadly divided into direct ones, which require a fixed
number of computations, and iterative ones. A suitable
direct method is Cholesky factorization, but in common
with all direct methods it is limited by the need to
reserve memory for storing the matrix ATA. Thus for
systems involving a large number of measured and/or
control points, direct methods can become prohibi-
tively expensive (De Boor 1993).

Such problems can be overcome by employing an
iterative method, which starts from an initial approx-
imation, which is successively improved until a suffi-
ciently accurate solution is obtained. In this category,
the method of successive displacements – the Gauss–
Seidel method – computes a sequence of approxima-
tions a(1), K, a(n) where initial approximation a(0) is
assumed to be known (Press et al. 1993). Thus given a(a)

the method computes:

a
ðkþ1Þ
i ¼ a

ðkÞ
i þ 1

Nij
ðbi �

Xi�1

j¼1

Ni;j a
ðkþ1Þ
j �

Xn
j¼1

Ni;j a
ðkÞ
j Þ;

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . n: ð10Þ

The Gauss–Seidel method was adopted in this work
for the solution phase. It also has the advantage that it
leaves the matrix ATA unchanged throughout the
process and allows its sparse and banded structure to
be exploited. By storing and directly multiplying only
the non-zero elements, the time and memory require-
ments can be drastically reduced.

5.1. Ill-conditioning of the least squares problem and
regularization

It is quite easy for the matrix ATA in equation (9)
to be ill-conditioned, or even rank deficient, and this
becomes more likely as the system size increases. This
problem arises from the local character of the basis
functions and its detailed presentation is provided in
Dierckx (1993). For the univariate case (curves), rank
deficiency can be detected by examining validity of the

N=(n+1)(m+1)

33

M

3

3
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Shoenberg–Whitney conditions (Dierckx 1993), but
such a simple test does not exist for the bivariate case
(surfaces). Instead, De Boor shows (De Boor 1993)
that ATA is positive definite and well-conditioned if
there is at least one data point assigned to every knot
span.

Ill-conditioning poses considerable problems in the
context of CAD model updating. First, the NURBS
surface entities of the CAD model, which provide the
initial guess for the fitting, are often trimmed and some
of their regions are not available for measurement.
Second, knot insertion and/or reparameterization of
the base surface are often required and this can also
lead to insufficient measurement density in relation to
the distribution of the control points in some regions.
In Ma and He (1998) it is suggested that such problems
may be alleviated by identifying the point deficient
regions and excluding them from fitting. In addition,
the point deficient regions may be re-measured, or the
measured data may be interpolated to provide addi-
tional points where needed. However, none of these
methods was found to be satisfactory in practice and the
solution was sought through regularization of the linear
system.

This problem has been analysed by the authors and
a detailed presentation of the developed solution is
provided in Brujic et al. (2002). It consists of including
additional regularization criteria in the fitting func-
tional (8), which were found to be well suited to the
problem in hand and which guarantee that the least
squares system is well posed. As a result, the fitting
functional (8) is extended to include two additional
terms, as follows:

f ¼
XM
k¼1

Qk � Sðuk ; vkÞj j2þa
Xn
i¼0

Xm
j¼0

Pi;j � Sðu*
i ; v

*
j Þ

��� ���2

þ b
Xn
i¼0

Xm
j¼0

jPi;j � P0
i;j j2 : ð11Þ

The second term in the functional, with a weighting
factor a, is introduced as a smoothing criterion and
provides an equivalent of energy minimization. It
minimizes the distance between the control points
Pi,j and their corresponding Greville abscissae
Sðu*

i ; v
*
j Þ. The Greville abscissae are the points on the

surface at which the control points exercise the most
influence and their parameters ðu*

i ; v
*
j Þ are easily

calculated by averaging of the knot values, such
that u*

i ¼ 1
p ui þ . . .þ uiþp

� �
and v*j ¼ 1

q vj þ . . .þ vjþq

� �
(Gordon and Riesenfield 1974).

The third term in equation (11), with a weighting
factor b, has the effect to minimize the overall move-
ment of the control points from their initial values P0

i;j .

The inclusion of this term is important because it
guarantees well-posedness of the system for b4 0, while
in some applications it may also be employed to
preserve the original shape of the regions that are not
covered by the measurements.

The adoption of the functional (11) leads to a set of
generalized normal equations:�

ATAþ aðB� IÞT ðB� IÞ þ bIT I
�
a ¼ ATbþ ba0 ð12Þ

where A, a and b are as in equation (9), I is the identity
matrix, B is the matrix of rational basis function values
for the values of the parameters of the Greville points:

B ¼
R0 ;0ðu*

0 ;0 ; v
*
0 ;0Þ . . . . . . Rn;mðu*

0 ;0 ; v
*
0 ;0Þ

R0 ;0ðu*
0 ;0v

*
0 ;1Þ Rn;mðu*

0 ;1; v
*
0 ;1Þ

: :
R0 ;0ðu*

n;m ; v
*
n;mÞ . . . . . . Rn;mðu*

n;m ; v
*
n;mÞ

2
664

3
775

and a0 is the vector of the original control points:

a0 ¼ P0
0;0 . . . . . . P0

n;m

h iT
:

Equation (12) is solved using the same methods as
those used for solving equation (9).

The weights a and b may be calculated according to
the following expressions:

a ¼ a 0 Tr ðATAÞ
Tr ððB� IÞT ðB� IÞÞ b ¼ b 0 Tr ðATAÞ

Tr ðIT IÞ ð13Þ

where Tr(.) denotes the sum of the diagonal elements
(or trace) of a matrix, and a’ and b’ represent the user
specified ratios between the weightings assigned to the
smoothing a-term and the shape preserving b-term,
respectively, in relation to that of the measurement
term (Press et al. 1993).

The choice of the weighting ratios a’5 0 and b’5 0
is important, as they influence the shape of the
resulting surface, but there is no general technique
that would always lead to optimal results (Brujic et al.
2002). In practice, these values are set by the user,
based on the measurement characteristics and on the
desired overall result. The main considerations in
setting these values are:

. confidence in the measurements – accurate
measurements would be assigned a higher relative
weighting by using smaller values of a’ and b’,
while noisy measurements demand more smooth-
ing, achieved by a larger a’;

. preservation of the shape of the unmeasured, or
sparsely measured, regions – achieved with a
larger b’.
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In the work presented in this paper the choice of
these weightings was guided primarily by the confi-
dence in the measurements. The turbine blade
measurements performed using the CMM and the
adopted measurement procedure (section 6) were
considered to be very accurate. For this reason the
measurement term was assigned ten times the relative
weighting of the smoothing term, by adopting the value
a’ = 0.1. The unmeasured regions of the airfoil are those
corresponding to the trimmed portions of the model
surface, the shape of which was of no particular
importance, other than the requirement to ensure a
smooth blend between those and the updated regions
(as realised by the a-term). For this reason the b-term
was assigned a very small relative weighting b’ = 0.001, in
order to guarantee that the system is well posed, but
with very little other effect on the shape of the updated
surface. As will be shown in section 7, the weightings
chosen on this basis produced highly satisfactory results.

6. Measurement

In order to maximize the overall precision, a
conventional computer-controlled CMM equipped with
a touch trigger probe was chosen as the measuring
instrument for this application. This type of equipment
was selected because it is capable of achieving
measurement accuracy of a few microns. Other
candidate instruments would include non-contact laser
triangulation systems, but their measurement accuracy
is typically an order of magnitude lower and they were
considered to be inadequate for this application. Two

aspects of the measurement process demanded special
attention: probe radius compensation and measure-
ment planning.

6.1. Probe radius compensation

With any contact measuring system, probe radius
compensation can become a significant source of
systematic error when dealing with free-form geometry
(Ristic et al. 2001), as the system records the position of
the probe tip centre (raw measurements), while the
position of the actual point of contact needs to be derived
by estimating the corresponding surface normal direc-
tion. The solution to this problem was found by employ-
ing offset surfaces of the nominalmodel, where the offset
is equal to the probe radius. The offset surfaces are fitted
(section 5) to the raw measurements and the required
normal vectors are then calculated at the surface points
corresponding to the raw data points. The correspond-
ing points are found as part of the registration process.

6.2. Measurement planning

Explicit control of the measurement process was
realized through measurement planning, which was
carried out on the basis of the CAD model. Interactive
graphical tools (Ainsworth et al. 2000) were developed
and used to define the surface sampling points,
generate a collision free probe path and verify the
machine executable code before downloading to the
CMM controller for execution. Figure 4 provides

Figure 4. Measurement planning: (a) determining point distribution; and (b) measurement simulation.
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sample screens shots of the path planning software
being applied to the measurement of the turbine blade
airfoil.

The measurement points are defined using adaptive
subdivision sampling of the model surface. Several
surface sampling criteria have been identified and
implemented, to be employed by the user individually
or in combination. These include:

. uniform sampling in the u and v parametric
directions;

. chordal deviation criterion – sampling density is
determined by the surface curvature;

. minimum sample density criterion – specifies the
maximum allowed distance between neighbour-
ing points;

. parameterization-based sampling criterion – sam-
pling density is determined in relation to the knot
vector of the model surface.

The parameterization-based criterion was found to
be particularly important in this application, since the
purpose of the measurement is to provide data for
subsequent NURBS surface fitting. The quality of the
fitted surface will be significantly improved by ensuring
that there is at least one point situated within each knot
span. This sampling criterion is therefore based on the
model parameterization, with the required number of
samples per knot span being specified by the user.

It should also be noted that the original CAD model
of the blade had to be processed (see section 7)
through merging and reparameterization of its consti-
tuent surfaces, in order to provide a suitable base
surface for the subsequent fitting. Therefore it was this
processed model that was employed for measurement
planning.

6.3. Overall measurement procedure

Following the above description, the overall mea-
surement procedure may be summarized as follows.

(1) Prepare the CAD model.
(2) Generate the offset nominal NURBS surface –

the offset distance being that of the probe tip
radius.

(3) Fix the blade in a suitable location within the
CMM.

(4) Define and measure six corresponding points
on the component and on the offset nominal
surface.

(5) REGISTRATION STEP 1 – Using the six point pairs
rotate and translate the nominal CAD model

into an approximately correct position. Record
the transformation matrix.

(6) Measure several tens of points at suitable
positions, such that the movement of the
object is constrained.

(7) REGISTRATION STEP 2 – Perform ICP registration
between the measured points and the offset
surface. Record the transformation.

(8) Perform measurement planning using the
registered CAD model in order to generate
the machine instructions necessary for full
measurement.

(9) Perform measurement and record raw mea-
surement points.

(10) REGISTRATION STEP 3 – Perform ICP registration
using the full raw measurement set and the
offset surface.

(11) Perform least squares fitting of the offset
surface to the raw measurements.

(12) Calculate surface normal vectors at corre-
sponding points and apply probe radius
compensation to the raw measurements.

The output of the measurement process is therefore
a set of 3D points measured on the object surface,
which then provide the input for the re-modelling of
the corresponding NURBS surfaces in the next step.

7. Turbine blade re-modelling

Following the presentation of the implemented
methods for registration, measurement and surface
fitting, we now describe how the overall procedure was
carried out in the case of turbine blade re-modelling
and we show the results. The first step in the process
involved preparation of a suitable base surface using the
original CAD model.

7.1. Base surface preparation

The nominal CAD model of the blade airfoil
consisted of four distinct surface entities. The surface
fitting procedure presented in section 5 may be applied
to each surface in turn, but this would not meet the
prescribed C2 continuity conditions across the bound-
aries. Furthermore, the airfoil represents a wraparound
surface and this poses further considerations. These
problems were overcome essentially by merging the
distinct NURBS entities of the nominal CAD model into
one, performing the least squares surface fitting and
then breaking the resulting surface into the required
number of entities. It is important to note that in this
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case, when merging two entities, the position of all of
the control points remains unchanged in space. The
new matrix of control points and new knot vectors are
obtained through re-grouping of the existing ones. This
process is presented below.

7.1.1. Merging surface entities. All of the airfoil surface
entities are clamped, meaning that for a surface
degree p, the knot multiplicity corresponding to the
end-points is p + 1. Merging two such entities results
in an entity with a knot multiplicity equal to p along
the curve where the surfaces are merged. However,
for a NURBS of degree p, continuity C2 is
guaranteed only for knot multiplicity p - 2 or less.
In the example airfoil considered here we had p = 3,
meaning that the knot multiplicity had to be no
more than 1 in order to preserve the required
continuity after fitting. Consequently, the knot multi-
plicity had to be lowered and this was achieved
through knot removal.

While knot insertion does not change the shape of
the surface, the reverse process, knot removal, cannot
be carried out, in general, without changing the shape.
A detailed review of knot removal algorithms for
NURBS curves can be found in Eck and Hadenfeld
(1995). As pointed out by Lyche and Morken (1987) all
control points are involved in the knot removal
procedure. However, Sapidis (1990) suggested an
elegant way of knot removal for curves, where the
movement of control points is minimized. It is based on
the following observation: if the continuity of a NURBS
curve at the knot which is to be removed is higher than
it should be according to its multiplicity, then this knot
is only a pseudo knot, which could be removed from
the knot sequence without changing the curve. Hence,
the idea is to move the control points associated with
the knot in question so that the resulting new curve
becomes Cp-s +1 continuous, where s is the knot multi-
plicity.

The algorithms for surface knot removal are quite
complex. Without going into details, it is only pointed
out that the knot ur (or vr) is removed from the surface
by applying the curve knot removal algorithm suggested
by Tiller (1992) to n + 1 columns (or m + 1 rows) of
control points. However, for this procedure to work
properly it is important that the ratio (knot span)/
(corresponding arc length) remains approximately
constant across the two merging entities. Otherwise,
knot removal will cause a significant displacement of
the control points. It can be seen from figure 5 that
this ratio for adjacent airfoil entities was highly
dissimilar (an order of magnitude difference in fact),
necessitating reparameterization of these entities
before merging. This was achieved through linear

reparameterization, which was realized according to
the procedure presented in Piegl and Tiller (1997),
with the effect of changing the parameter bounds
[umin, umax] and the corresponding scaling of knot
values.

7.1.2. Closed surface. The application of the above
reparameterization and merging procedure results in
a single surface entity which is guaranteed to satisfy the
C2 continuity constraint everywhere, except at the line
where the surface is closed (i.e. where the start and end
edges meet). It is therefore necessary to account for the
fact that the airfoil surface is closed in one parametric
direction.

The solution is illustrated in figure 6 and it involves
turning the non-periodic, clamped surface into a
periodic, unclamped one, with wraparound of control
points. Following the procedure presented in Piegl and
Tiller (1997), unclamping is essentially equivalent to
knot removal. Starting with a clamped surface of order
p and knot multiplicity p + 1 at the edges, repeated knot
removal produces an unclamped surface with edge
knot multiplicity of one and 2p additional control
points. This therefore leaves 2p additional knots, which
may be chosen arbitrarily. If the end knots are chosen
according to:

up�i�1¼up�i � ðun�iþ1 � un�iÞ i¼0; . . . ; p � 1

unþiþ2¼unþiþ1 þ ðupþiþ1 � upþiÞ i¼0; . . . ; p � 1
ð14Þ

Figure 5. Initial parameterization.
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then the result is a wraparound of the control points. As
figure 6 illustrates, in this case p = 3 and this gives three
pairs of identical control points.

The procedure for modelling closed curves pre-
sented in Piegl and Tiller (1997) was extended to deal
with surfaces. The wraparound surface produced in this
way is guaranteed to preserve the required C2 con-
tinuity everywhere, because all knot multiplicities are
equal to one (Farin 1997). Therefore by fitting this
surface to the data points, while maintaining the
wraparound of control points, the fitted surface will
also maintain this constraint. The surface fitting
algorithm outlined in section 5 needs only slight
adjustments to cater for changes in indexing in order
to fit the closed surface.

7.2. Measurement

The generated base surface was employed for
measurement planning. The surface sampling density
was controlled by the chordal deviation criterion (set to
1 mm) and by the parameterization-based criterion
which ensured at least one sample point per knot span.
The procedure outlined in section 6 was then applied
to collect a set of just under 13 000 points using the
CMM, as shown in figure 7.

The measurements were performed using a com-
puter-controlled CMM, model LK G-90C, equipped
with Renishaw PH-10 indexing head and Renishaw TP2-
5W touch trigger probe. This equipment was verified to
achieve measurement accuracy of 2–3 mm in obtaining
the raw positional data (probe sphere centre positions)

and this level of accuracy was maintained following the
probe radius compensation, using the procedure out-
lined above.

7.3. Model updating

Least squares surface fitting method was applied
with the relative settings of the weights a’ = 0.1 and
b’ = 0.001. As explained previously, this gave ten times
higher weighting to the measurement term in relation
to the smoothing term (Press et al. 1993, Farin 1997),
because the CMM and the adopted measurement
procedure were considered to provide very accurate
measurements. In contrast, measurements obtained

Figure 6. Unclamping.

Figure 7. Measured points.
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using non-contact systems based on laser light were
from previous experience found to result in at least an
order of magnitude lower accuracy and a noise
characteristic that is highly dependent on the surface
finish of the part.

The application of surface fitting produced the
updated airfoil model as a single wraparound surface
(figure 8). In the final step, it is necessary to restore the
four entities of the airfoil through a reverse process of
clamping, knot insertion, surface splitting and re-
parameterization.

Figures 9 and 10 present an accuracy analysis of the
final result. Figure 9 shows a display of errors between
the measured data and the reconstructed model, with
the average error under 4 mm. Figure 10 shows the
comparison between the original and the updated CAD
model, with the average error of 26 mm.

The final result of the process was exported as an
IGES file. If required, the updated airfoil may be
incorporated in the overall blade model by blending it
with the base and shroud surfaces using fillets. This can
be performed using an available CAD package, in
principle by repeating such modelling steps that were
previously used in the creation of the original model.

8. Conclusion

This paper has presented a method for measure-
ment-based updating of turbine blade CAD models,
as dictated by the requirements during product
development and manufacture. The main require-
ments in this application involve maximizing the
overall accuracy and maintaining the prescribed
characteristics of the CAD model in terms of its
composition from the constituent entities, parameter-
ization and curvature continuity. When dealing with
free-form precision engineering parts of this type,
both the measurement and the geometric modelling
aspects of the process need to be carefully addressed.
The paper has presented how a combination of
methods related to both of these aspects was
employed to produce high-quality results that met
all of the prescribed objectives.

The most novel element of the process is considered
to be the implemented method for least squares fitting
of NURBS, which makes no special assumptions about
the measurement distribution. Unlike other such
methods proposed in the literature it does not require
exclusion of certain regions from the fitting, re-
measurement nor interpolation of the measured data.
This was achieved by the adoption of the regularization

Figure 10. Error between the nominal and actual surfaces,
showing appreciable difference between the two shapes

(average error around 26 mm).

Figure 8. Reconstructed airfoil shape.

Figure 9. Reconstruction error as the displacement of
measured points from the nominal surface. (average error

under 4 mm)
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criteria that are well suited for the problem in hand and
provide a sufficient control over the quality of the fitted
shape. The corresponding weighting factors may be
selected according to a number of criteria, the most
important being the user’s confidence in the measured
data.

The surface fitting method was employed at two
stages of the updating process: to calculate the offset
surface of the nominal model as a basis for accurate
probe radius compensation and to produce the
updated CAD model of the component. The paper
also presented how the prescribed curvature continuity
and other modelling requirements were met through
appropriate preparation of the base surface, for which a
number of geometric modelling functions were im-
plemented and employed.

The experience gained in this work has also
highlighted the importance of performing dimensional
measurements that are optimized for the task in hand
and for the adopted measuring instrument. The
implemented tools for CAD-based measurement plan-
ning and execution are considered to be essential for
achieving high-quality results.
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